
Literacy
Log into Epic books. 

Read one of the books 
Mrs.Farrell has chosen for you. 
Send Mrs.Farrell an e-mail (5 

sentences at least!) to tell her 
if you liked the book, or what 
you would like her to pick for 

you next time. 

Literacy
Respond to the ASL question

** On the PDF page.

Literacy
Book Response

Read to yourself for 30 
minutes. Write a summary of 

the book, or chapter, you 
read. Who were the 
characters? Setting? 
Problem? Solution? 

(remember: beginning, 
middle and end!)

Literacy
Sharing

Choose one object or space 
in your house that you are 

going to show us on our friday 
video check in. Write some 
interesting facts about your 
choice, as well as explain 

why you chose it. 

Literacy
Friday Family Read 

together. 

**11:30 teams meeting, 
share your object you 

chose yesterday.

Math
Farkle

** Instructions on PDF page

Bonus: 
Using an analog clock, tell 
someone the time at least 

3 times today!

Math
Puzzles

** On the PDF page.

Math
Number of the Day
● Gr.2’s- Level 1 or 2 

questions using the 
number 77.

● Grade 3’s- Level 2 
or 3 questions using 

the number 155.

Math
Find the biggest leaf you can in 

your yard or neighbourhood.
Measure:

1. How tall?
2. How wide?

3. Draw and label your leaf.
4. Can you find out what type of 

tree/shrub it is from?

Math
How many times can you fold 

a piece of paper in half? 
Predict and try. Try it with 4 

different sizes of paper. Can 
you make the same number 

of folds with all sizes?

Daily PE
Neighbourhood scavenger 
hunt. Try to find 3 different 

types of bugs! Record them 
and draw a picture! Can you 
find out what type of insect 

they are?

Just For FUN!
Roll an activity.

Write down numbers 1-6 (or 1-12 
if you have 2 dice).

Write an activity idea beside 
each number. 

Example: jumping jacks, 
mountain climbers, burpees etc.

Daily PE
Play outside for at
least 30 minutes!

And/Or

Neighbourhood
walk/run.

Just for FUN!
Shape Draw

** On the PDF page.

Daily PE
Indoor Bowling: This is a great 

way to reuse water bottles! Line 
six to ten water bottles up at the 
end of your hall or living room.
Place a line of masking tape at 

the starting line. Grab a 
medium-sized indoor ball and 

start bowling!

Week of : April 20th to 25th


